
Elsa III vom Tecklenburger Land x Erik vom Gusseisen 

PUPPIES SRING OF 2024 

We are planning to mate Elsa III vom Tecklenburgerland (Emmy) to Erick vom Gusseisen (Bill).  If biology 
is consistent pups would be born March 2024 and could go to their new homes in May.  I was very 
fortunate to acquire Emmy. She comes from one of the oldest and most respected KlM kennels in 
Germany. The breed  got his first KlM, as a teenager, in 1965 from Hermann Lons (Loens), who is credited 
with promo�ng and establishing the KlM breed.  I have known her breeder for a number of years. Only 
because of unique special circumstances was I able to acquire her.  KlM of this quality, who was fully 
trained and approved for breeding do not come up for sale very o�en and especially to buyers outside of 
Germany. I personally only know of 3.  The breeder has been mother line breeding to refine his line for 
over 40 years.  Emmy is a product of his dedicated work.  It shows. 

I WILL INTRODUCE YOU TO EMMY FIRST AND Bill WILL FOLLOW BELOW EMMY. 

Emmy was born, May 23, 2021.  To give you an idea of her temperament, trainability, stability and 
intelligence I am going to list how she performed in her JGHV field performance tests competed before 
she was 2 years old. 

Emmy’s Statistics: 
VDH/KlM#: 21-0887 
Hellschimmel, Whelped: 05/23/2021, 53 cm 
Hips: HD-A, HQ 0.96 
Ureter (A) 
Form/Coat Rating: V/SG 
JGHV Testing & Awards: 

Btr Award (9.5 months old) before JVP test. Description below 
VJP 75 (10 months old) AH Award Description Below 
HZP 186, LE 10 (15.5 months old) 
VGP 335 Prize I (16.5 months old) 
Sight/scent laut 

Test Evaluation Sheets are available upon request. 

 

 ELSA JGHV PERFORMANCE AWARD DESCRIPTIONS: 

Btr COMPLETED 3/6/2022 She was 9 1/2 months. This was before she competed the VJP.  

Descrip�on of Btr Award: Bringtreueprüfung (Btr) 

Retrieving Reliability Test: During the Btr the dog demonstrates that it is a reliable retriever by 
finding, picking up and delivering to its handler any cold, dead game that was found accidentally, without 
any influence by the handler. This test is conducted in a forested area during the months of August through 
April. At least two hours before the test a cold, dead fox will be carried on a circuitous route to a designated 
place in the forest. Once the dog is released with a SEARCH command, the handler must remain completely 



silent. The dog passes the test if it finds and retrieves the fox to its handler within 20 minutes of being 
released. 

VJP (75) & AH Award COMPLETED 3/30/222 She was 10+ months old. At her VJP evaluation she received 

the AH award.  

Description of AH Award: Armbruster Halt Award: The Armbruster Halt Award is granted 
when a dog demonstrates the ability to be obedient on the track of a hare during the VJP, HZP or VGP. The 
dog is whistled to the DOWN position when it sights a hare. After the hare is out of sight, the dog is released 
to track it and must demonstrate at least a GOOD track. The dog must demonstrate obedience on every 
hare it has seen during the test, and must be 20 m from its handler at least once. 

Elsa III (Emmy) SHORT STORY: 

I traveled to Germany pick Emmy up Mid February of 2023. The owner was on vacation. He emailed me the 
commands he used when training her before I arrived in Germany and Heiko helped me overcome my 
American accent and pronounce the German commands correctly…so I sounded like a German, at least 
when using those commands.  

The Breeder clued me in by telling me, “This is a dog that you will not stop and casually talk to your 
neighbor.” He left it at that. I know him well enough I knew exactly what he was telling me.    By the time I 
had worked with her the first time there was no question his description was correct!   

YOU CAN VIEW EMMY IN THE VIDEOS UNDER THE TABS: 
 Our Breeding Program 
 What is a Kleine Munsterlander 
 Who We Are 
Since we have not owned Emmy through a hun�ng season in North America you will not see her in the 
field hun�ng wild game.  How ever check our Facebook, Julson Kennel, and you will be able to see her 
working young pheasants. Being blessed to live in South Dakota and having access to exercise my KlM on 
private property provides this type of opportunity, occasionally.   
 
 

  



  

  
 
 
With the valuable input from Elsa III breeder we have selected the following male for this ma�ng 

Bill was born, May 23, 2019.  To give you an idea of his temperament, trainability, stability and 
intelligence please review how he performed in her JGHV field performance tests. These are very 
respectable scores.  The important thing to realize is this is the owner first ever hun�ng dog.  It is the first 
dog or animal of any type he has trained.  I personally flew to New York where Eric (Bill) and his family 
live.  We spent a day and a half in the field and in public with Bill.  I wanted to access his temperament, 
drive, nose and just overall presence of Bill in public, home, field and water.  I found him to be very 
coopera�ve and lots of drive and focus in the field and in the water.   He obeyed me when I commanded 
him to heel, lay down and stay on place.   I had been around him for ½ an hour and had not worked with 
him at all….this was a, “let’s see what happen when the owner was se�ng up birds in the field.”  I was 
impressed.   

I collected video of Bill in the field, water, tracking and in public places.  I apologize but it will be the end 
of November before I am able to get that edited and up.   

Watch my Facebook page, Julson Kennel,  to see why it is going to take me this long! ���� 



Erik’s Statistics: 
VDH# 19-0511 
Braunschimmel, Whelped: 05/23/2019, 54 cm 
Hips: HD-A, HQ 0.98 
Ureter (B) 
Form/Coat Rating: V/SG 
 
JGHV Tests: 
VJP 4 (Corona Test) Special shortened evaluation due to Covid restrictions 
HZP 167 pts, LE 10 
Scent laut 

Test Evaluation Sheets are available upon request. 
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